
A Day in the Life - A Tale of Snow Removal 

Few people get to see into the snow removal industry and understand the process and what goes on in 

the hearts and minds of the company owners and their crews. When reading this brief story, see yourself 

in their shoes, and consider the lifestyle and business they have chosen. 

October to November 15th (The Preparation) 

 Complete odd jobs and fall clean ups before the ground freezes 

 Collect contracts and payments from clients requesting your services. (With $300 to $500 per 

property for the season, you better have enough signed on to cover your bills and payroll) 

 Create an efficient and functional route list for each truck operator to follow. (Never a minute 

wasted never a dollar wasted, never a client disappointed.) 

 Transform the truck fleet to snow ready (Winter maintenance, install  and wire plows and 

salters, wire necessary hazard lights and remotes, adjust suspension, purchase and supply new 

shovels, supply each with salt) 

 Switch insurance to winter package (meaning triple your payment amount) 

 Sign plow operators and shovelers onto seasonal contracts (the guys need to be able to feed 

their families and keep a roof over their heads for the whole winter. Steady monthly income) 

November 15th and onward (It has begun) 

The winter season has begun. The stress has begun. The sleepless nights have begun … It has begun. 

All company owners, plow operators and shovelers are on stand by. Much to the dismay of their 

families, The Weather Network is on around the clock on each of the T.V’s. Weather apps substitute for 

when they are away from home. They wait… the snow … it’s coming. 

Tuesday 

While standing in his kitchen making coffee the owner of Greenline hears the sweet but serious  voice of 

the meteorologist say “…and for Thursday there is a 40% chance of snow and freezing rain mix for 

Southern Ontario.” Greenlines eyes widen.  He walks over to the T.V and watches her gesturing over a 

map about a weather system moving over North America. 

He calls a fellow snow removal company owner, Highridge. “Did you see? Thursday’s the day, we’re 

heading out. Are you ready?”. Highridge being sceptical, knowing how temperamental Ontario weather 

can be replies “Yeah I saw. Been watching it all morning. Doesn’t look like anything too major… Will 

probably just blow over.” Greenline being the slightly neurotic type scoffs “It will come, just watch. I 

might go pre-salt tomorrow night, just in case.” 

While the snow removal company owners (being a close knit community) discuss amongst themselves 

about the possible snow accumulation, preparations, truck maintenance and the rising price of salt; the 

contracted snow plow operators and shovelers are also closely watching the weather. It is coming. 



Wednesday 

The possibility for snow on Thursday has increased to 70% with an estimated 5cm to 10cm of snow. The 

plow operator gets a knot in his stomach as the anxious excitement builds.  It’s the real deal now. He 

watches the radar; a red and yellow cloud like mass is shown moving over New York.  “Maybe, just 

maybe, by the time it gets to us the temperature will decrease or increase enough to stop the production 

of precip?” ,he ponders. “Downtown usually gets less snow than the outskirts. Not sure if this route list 

Greenline put together is good enough”,he worries. 

 

Thursday 

Precipitation is imminent. The plow operator looks out the window, complete cloud coverage.  His 

phone rings, its Greenline on conference call with the other operators and shovelers. “Alright guys, looks 

like we have 10cm and heavy winds coming in overnight. It’s going to be an all nighter. I need you all to 

be 100% ready. Get as much sleep in as possible now. You need to be prepared and alert. Wait for my 

call.” 

Sleep now? The plow operator looks out the window again. How do you force yourself to squeeze in 

extra sleep after you’ve have just had a full night sleep and it’s late afternoon. How do you even fall 

asleep with anxious excitement and a racing mind.  He crawls into bed, The Weather Network still on in 

the background. He lays there wondering when will he get the call? How much snow will actually fall? 

Will they have to do multiple rounds or just one main one and then the clean up after the city plows? 

What will road conditions be like? …. He tosses, he turns … sleep is just not an option. 

10pm the snow has started to fall.  More of a freezing rain consistency, rather than billowy snow flakes. 

Greenline hasn’t slept. He’s checked each truck over three times and is now driving through all the route 

lists just in case any adjustments need to be made last minute. He is watching the road conditions and is 

watching the snow accumulate. He has a couple commercial properties that he had to pre-salt.  He is 

watching for what looks like 3cm. His phone in hand. 

11pm the plow operator who had just managed to fall asleep is woken by his ring tone. It’s Greenline 

“Get in the truck! Pick up Steve! Get going, it’s time!” The plow operator jumps out of bed dazed. He 

looks out the window. It’s like a horrific winter wonder land. Everything is covered in white but 

simultaneously dark and gloomy. The wind is blowing snow almost horizontally across the landscape.  

He takes a deep breath, “Let’s do this.” 

He listens in to The Weather Network as he starts getting dressed. -15C feels like -25C with the wind. Ok 

then; underwear, long underwear, lined jeans, undershirt, thermal shirt, t-shirt, sweater, socks, thermal 

socks, waterproof snow pants, triple lined winter coat, toque, winter boots (waterproof and good to  -

40C) rubber gloves, winter gloves, keys, wallet, a lunch bag full of sandwiches, snacks and water bottles 

… lets go. 



The wind is enough to blow a man over. He feels the truck being pushed. Visibility is poor and 

disorientating. The streets are empty except for a few brave souls getting off the graveyard shift trying 

to make it home to their warm beds. The plow operator drives along towards the first property on his 

route. In the distance he sees a car skidding then regaining control.  There’s a good inch on the ground. 

No city plows in sight. As he cautiously drives along he wonders what impact the blowing snow will 

have. His route is in Northern Toronto, lots of snow piling up. What are the conditions downtown? He 

calls one of the downtown operators. “So what’s it looking like? Are you going to come help me when 

you’re done? Or am I going to come help you when I’m done?” The frustrated response was not what the 

plow operator wanted to hear.  “From what I’ve heard, looks like we’re each on our own this time. It’s 

going to be an all nighter. I’m chasing snow over here. The wind tunnels in this concrete jungle are 

causing extreme blowing snow. I’m looking at a parking lot right now where half of it is clean asphalt 

and the other half is snow stacked a foot or two high. It’s the same parking lot, man! Anyway, let me go I 

gotta get on this. Oh, by the way, looks like it’s going to warm up towards the morning. We’re definitely 

chasing snow all over creation tonight buddy!”  

The plow operator reaches the first property on his route list, one final concern pops into mind while he 

lowers the blade onto the snow covered driveway.  Almost a little prayer that he says out loud, “God I 

hope no one left anything on their driveway to bust this plow”. The single car on the driveway was not 

parked far enough to the side or close enough to the garage. Either the home owner didn’t know snow 

was coming or didn’t realize the problem that poses for snow removal. The plow operator eyeballs the 

open snow covered space. Can he squeeze in to get the snow out without damaging the car or his truck? 

Years of experience confirmed that this time he can, so he goes for it. But where to put the snow? Can’t 

bury the car, can’t drag it out onto the street or risk a fine, can’t put it off to the opposite side of the 

driveway because of the retaining wall… this will take some maneuvering. With the driveway cleared he 

hops out of the truck and grabs a shovel to clear off the walkway desperately trying to figure out the 

direction of the winding path.   

First property on the list done … 20 more to go. 

3am the temperature has risen and the wind has died down. The snow has intensified and transformed 

into a heavy consistency. With his route now complete, the plow operator realizes that within an hour 

or two there will be another inch of this white fluffiness on the ground. He will have to do the route all 

over again! Chilled to the bone and tired he decides to let it accumulate while he goes to a 24hr Tim 

Hortons for a coffee. The warmth and caffeine will be welcome at this point. 

6am two inches has now fallen and covered all the work he did earlier. He sighs and sits in his truck 

angrily contemplating why they can’t just wait until ALL the snow stops completely and THEN go out to 

clear it. He stops his irrational thinking and uses his experience to talk himself down. You can’t wait 

around waiting for the snow to stop because you don’t know WHEN it will. Mother nature is NOT that 

predictable. There are deadlines to meet. As much snow as possible needs to be cleared off by 9am max. 

This isn’t something you can wait around on. It must be done. 

He heads back out to do the second round of his route. 



7am round two is taking longer, rush hour is beginning. The roads are populating with vehicles. The plow 

operator presses on. 

8:30am the route is done. He calls it in to Greenline. “I’m done”.  The plow operator, tired and delirious, 

eyes playing tricks on him, makes his way home to bed. Knowing that after the city plows are done and 

leave all their windrows, he will have to go out again to do a final clean. 

10am the plow operator peels off the many layers of cold and wet clothes and climbs into bed.  

3pm he is woken by a phone call, it’s Greenline “City plows should be done now, get back out there for 

the final clean.”  The plow operator, red eyed and groggy, literally rolls himself out of bed. What day is 

it, what time is it, where is he …. No idea, only snow on the brain. He pulls back on the many layers of 

clothing, and makes his way to the truck. He needs to get it done before evening rush hours starts, but 

that might be a bit more difficult this time around with all the cars on the road and the grey slush 

flooding the streets.  

It takes him twice as long, but he gets it done and heads back home to start it the process all over again. 

T.V on the weather network. 

This is a brief into the life of a snow removal company and their crews. This is their life all winter long. 

Weekends, holidays, birthdays … none of that matters. They are the winter army and snow is the 

enemy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


